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ABSTRACT
The Space Interferometry Mission (SIM) is the instrument of choice
when it comes to observing astrometric microlensing events where nearby,
usually high-proper-motion stars (\lenses"), pass in front of more distant stars
(\sources"). Each such encounter produces a deflection in the source’s apparent
position that when observed by SIM can lead to a precise mass determination of
the nearby lens star. We search for lens-source encounters during the 2005-2015
period using Hipparcos, ACT and NLTT to select lenses, and USNO-A2.0 to
search for the corresponding sources, and rank these by the SIM time required
for a 1% mass measurement.
For Hipparcos and ACT lenses, the lens distance and lens-source impact
parameter are precisely determined so the events are well characterized. We
present 36 candidates beginning with a 61 Cyg A event in 2012 that requires
only a few minutes of SIM time. Proxima Centauri and Barnard’s star each
generate several events. For NLTT lenses, the distance is known only to a
factor of 3, and the impact parameter only to 100. Together, these produce
uncertainties of a factor  10 in the amount of SIM time required. We present
a list of 181 NLTT candidates and show how single-epoch CCD photometry of
the candidates could reduce the uncertainty in SIM time to a factor of  1:5.
Subject headings: astrometry { Galaxy: stellar content { gravitational
lensing { stars: fundamental parameters (masses)
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1. Introduction
One is used to thinking of microlensing events as taking place towards the Magellanic
Clouds or the Galactic bulge. In both of these cases the lens is a faraway object, either a
star belonging to the same system as the source star (self-lensing), a distant star in the
Milky Way’s disk, or a member of Milky Way’s halo (whatever its nature might be). The
eect that is routinely observed in such cases is the change in source’s brightness, but also
present is an additional eect of the deflection of the source apparent position (Boden,
Shao & Van Buren 1998). The deflection is so small ( 100as) as to be unobservable
with present-day facilities. However the unprecedented astrometric precision of the Space
Interferometry Mission (SIM) (4as) will enable such measurements.
SIM will also make possible observing microlensing events produced by nearby stars
(\lenses") moving in front of more distant stars (\ sources"). In such cases the deflection is
the only observable eect, and so the encounters are referred to as astrometric microlensing
events. Astrometry of such an event would yield the mass of the lens, i.e., the nearby
star. Indeed this is the only known method to obtain the masses of stars not residing
in binary systems. Initially proposed by Refsdal (1964), this idea was later examined by
Paczynski (1995, 1998) and Miralda-Escude (1996) in the context of rapid developments in
space-based astrometry. Gould (1999) quantied the SIM time required to achieve a given
precision of mass measurement (say M=M = 1%) and investigated how the number of such
measurements that could be made in a xed SIM time depends on the characteristics of
the search catalogs. The types of stars whose mass can be determined in this way will be
discussed in x 5.
This paper can be seen as a direct answer to the question posed in x 4 of Gould (1999)
about what can be done to identify candidates using existing catalogs. We implement the
suggestions given in that section (many attributable originally to I. Reid 1999, private
communication) and expand on them to produce more accurate predictions. Specically,
we search for candidate events where a lens from a proper motion catalog [Hipparcos (ESA
1997), ACT (Urban et al. 1998b), NLTT (Luyten 1979, 1980, Luyten & Hughes 1980)]
passes in front of a source from the USNO-A2.0 (Monet 1998) catalog. The features of
these catalogs pertinent to candidate identication are discussed in the following section.
Section 3 is devoted to a treatment of the estimate of the SIM time required for any of
these candidate astrometric microlensing events in light of the limitations of the catalogs,
in particular the absence of direct distance information in most cases. In x 4 we discuss
how we conducted the search for events and the extent to which we were able to overcome
the various problems we encountered. In section x 5 we present lists of candidate events
that we decided are real, based on the positive identication on either DSS or paper edition
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of POSS I. We also discuss the features of these events in general.
2. Characteristics of the Catalogs
Our overall plan is to search for astrometric microlensing events (or ’events’, for short)
and rank these by the amount of SIM time required to measure the lens mass to a xed
fractional error of 1%. To this end, we would like to consult a catalog containing the
positions, parallaxes, proper motions, and magnitudes of all stellar sources in the sky.
Unfortunately, there is no such catalog. To understand how to make use of existing catalogs,
we review the basic requirements of the search.
First, while in principle the event depends on the relative proper motion of the source
and lens, the lenses, being closer, almost always move much faster in the sky than the
sources. Hence, no proper-motion information is required for the sources in order to select
candidate events. The USNO-A2.0 all sky astrometric catalog , which is constructed from
two photographic surveys [Palomar Observatory Sky Survey I (POSS I) for  > −17:5
(‘north’ celestial hemisphere) and UK Science Research Council SRC-J survey plates
and European Southern Observatory ESO-R survey plates (SERC/ESO) for  < −17:5
(‘south’ celestial hemisphere)] is therefore a nearly ideal catalog for sources, containing 526
million entries. To be included in the catalog, a star had to be detected on both the blue
and red plates within a 200 coincidence radius aperture. Hence the catalog begins to lose
completeness at V  19 as stars fall below the detection threshold on one plate or the other.
The catalog is also incomplete at bright magnitudes (V < 11) because of poor astrometry
of saturated stars, although for these stars USNO-A2.0 contains inserted entries from the
ACT or Tycho (ESA 1997) catalog. However, the epoch of these additional entries is 2000.0
and 1991.25 respectively, unlike the epoch of the other sources which is the mean epoch
of the blue and the red plates (1950s for POSS I, and 1980s for SERC/ESO). In addition,
USNO-A2.0 is by and large missing the stars with proper motions  > 250 mas yr−1 in the
‘south’, because the blue and red plates of the SERC/ESO survey were on average taken 8
years apart, and so stars with  > 250 mas yr−1 moved outside the 200 error circle between
the blue and red exposures. In reality, the time elapsed between the two plates varies from
0 to 15 years, leading to dierent cutos for each plate. This problem does not aect POSS
I because its blue and red plates were taken on the same night. Neither the incompleteness
at bright magnitudes nor the incompleteness at high proper motions has any signicant
eect on USNO-A2.0 as a catalog for microlensing sources, since they are usually faint and
move very slowly. However, both have substantial impact on our eorts to obtain critical
information from this catalog about the lenses (see below).
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The relative position errors, important for NLTT events, for USNO-A2.0 are about
150 mas. For Hipparcos and ACT events, it is the absolute errors [USNO-A2.0 uses ICRS
(International Celestial Reference System) as its reference frame] of about 250 mas that
are relevant. There is, of course, an additional error in the position of the source in 2010
due to 60 years of proper motion in the case of POSS I and 30 years for the SERC/ESO
plates. Since typical sources are on average 3 kpc distant and are moving at 25 km s−1 in
each direction, this gives a proper motion of  2 mas yr−1. This proper motion adds about
100 mas in the ‘north’ and 50 mas in the ‘south’ to the total positional error. Hence,
the total error on average is about 170 mas (260 mas in the absolute system). Note that
this will not be improved signicantly by the release of the USNO-B all-sky position and
proper motion catalog (D. Monet 1998, private communication), since its proper-motion
errors will be of the same order as the proper motions of typical source stars. USNO-B will
be compiled by comparing rst generation sky surveys with the second generation. The
absolute photometry errors in USNO-A2.0 are said to be about 0.25 mag for the stars that
are not saturated. USNO-A2.0 lists photographic blue and red magnitudes. The equinox of
the coordinates is ICRS J2000.
The probability p that any individual lens will deflect light from a more distant star
enough to measure the lens mass M to xed fractional accuracy is
p / NsM; (1)
where Ns is the surface density of sources, and  and  are the parallax and proper motion
of the lens. One therefore expects events to be clustered near the Galactic plane, and for
nearby, fast-moving stars to be over-represented as lenses. However, there are a greater
number of distant than nearby stars and consequently more stars with low than high
proper motions. The net of these two competing eects is that for parallax-limited and
proper-motion-limited catalogs, the total number of events scales as (Gould 1999)
Nevents / −1min; Nevents / −1min; (2)
where min and min are the limits of the respective types of catalogs of lenses. Of course,
the total number of potential lenses that one must examine scales as −3min or 
−3
min. Thus it
is most ecient to start with high  or high  stars and move progressively to more distant
or slower ones. In practice, one has available magnitude-limited and not distance-limited
catalogs, but for stars of xed absolute magnitude these are eective distance-limited.
We search for lenses in three catalogs, Hipparcos, the ‘ACT Reference Catalog’ (ACT)
and the ‘New Luyten Catalogue of Stars with Proper Motions Larger than Two Tenths
of an Arcsecond and First Supplement’ (NLTT). The three catalogs have substantially
dierent characteristics.
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Hipparcos is a heterogeneous catalog with 118,000 entries. However, it has two
approximate completeness characteristics that are very useful for understanding its role in
the present study. First, it is approximately complete for V < 8, with 41,000 stars to this
limit. Second, it contains essentially all the NLTT stars brighter than its operational limit
of V  12. As we mention below, NLTT is nominally complete for  > 180 mas yr−1. Based
on statistical tests of the Hipparcos catalog, we nd that it (and thus presumably NLTT) is
essentially complete for  > 220 mas yr−1 and V < 11. In its last magnitude (11 < V < 12),
Hipparcos shows some evidence for incompleteness, perhaps because of the diculty of
making precise conversions from NLTT’s photographic magnitudes to the near-Johnson
system used by Hipparcos. There are 6500 Hipparcos stars with  > 200 mas yr−1 and
15,000 with  > 100 mas yr−1.
Hipparcos stars have trigonometric parallaxes with typical precisions of 1 mas. As we
discuss in x 3, uncertainty in the distance to the lens is the main problem in estimating the
amount of SIM time required for a lens mass measurement. This uncertainty is virtually
eliminated for Hipparcos stars. In addition, we use Hipparcos parallaxes to calibrate our
method for estimating distances of stars in the other two catalogs which lack trigonometric
parallaxes. Hipparcos positions are accurate to 1 mas, while the proper motions have errors
of order 1 mas yr−1, implying an error of about 20 mas in the star’s 2010 position. This is
negligible compared to the error in the source position given in USNO-A2.0. Finally, most
Hipparcos stars have Tycho photometry which is accurate to of order 0.01 mag. Even those
stars lacking Tycho photometry usually have ground-based photometry of similar quality.
Tycho photometry is far better than the minimum precision required for the present search.
The ACT catalog is constructed by matching stars common to both the Astrographic
Catalogue 2000 (AC 2000, Urban et al. 1998a) and Tycho with epochs circa 1910 and 1990
respectively. Such a long baseline combined with Tycho’s precise positions, permits the
proper motion accuracy of ACT to be  3 mas yr−1 (ten times better than Tycho itself).
ACT is the largest (nearly 1 million stars) all-sky catalog containing proper motions. It is
limited at the faint end by incompleteness of the Tycho catalog which sets in over the range
11 < V < 11:5, and at the bright end by incompleteness (due to saturation) of plates that
produce AC 2000. Completeness of ACT with respect to Tycho (entries that have proper
motion) is about 95% in the 6 < V < 12 range, and drops to 50% for V  3. There is also a
cuto at high proper motions ( > 1:005 yr−1), which results from the lack of proper-motion
information about these stars in the Tycho catalog. Typical errors of ACT proper motions
imply an uncertainty in 2010 position of about 60 mas. This is still small compared to the
uncertainty of the source position and so can be ignored. Tycho photometry is available
for the great majority of ACT stars and, as stated above, this has much higher precision
than is required for the present study. As we discuss in x 5.1, we are able to estimate the
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distances to ACT stars with  30% accuracy which is quite adequate for our purposes.
NLTT is nominally complete to  > 180 mas yr−1 and V < 18 (see discussion in x 5.)
NLTT  and  are given only to 1 s and 0::01 respectively (in some cases to 0.1 min and 10
respectively) and so are not suciently accurate to predict lens-source encounters which
typically have impact parameters   100. Hence to obtain improved positions we search
for the corresponding entries in USNO-A2.0. Recall that USNO-A2.0 entries have position
errors of 250 mas. However, recall also that in the ‘south’ ( < −17:5) USNO-A2.0 is
missing a large fraction of the NLTT stars. To recover this part of the NLTT catalog, it
would be necessary to make new position measurements for the majority of NLTT stars in
the ‘south’, or at least for all that pass within 600 (position error of NLTT) of some source
star. This would be a major project which we do not attempt. Reid (1990) nds that proper
motion errors in NLTT are typically 20 mas yr−1 at the faint end. By comparing NLTT and
Hipparcos, we nd a similar value at the bright end. When this is propagated over a 60
year baseline (the epoch of NLTT is circa 1950), it implies errors of 1:002 in 2010 position.
This is the dominant astrometric error for these stars and has important consequences as
we discuss in x 3.2 below.
Because NLTT stars must be found in USNO-A2.0 in order to be used, they
automatically have available two sources of photometry, both photographic. As we discuss
in x 3.1, it is necessary to transform these photographic systems to the Johnson-like system
used by Tycho in order to estimate distances. We nd that the transformation from
USNO-A2.0 colors to Johnson B−V has somewhat smaller scatter than the transformation
from NLTT colors, and we therefore use the former. This scatter (0.24 mag) is still
substantially larger than we would like. As we discuss in x 3.1, it leads to a factor 1.7
uncertainty in distance estimates for NLTT stars.
In brief, Hipparcos alone may be roughly thought of as complete for V < 8 and
for  > 180 mas yr−1 and V < 12. ACT is roughly complete for V < 12. Thus, the
combination of Hipparcos and ACT (which both have high quality proper motions and
distance estimates) is approximately complete for V < 12. This sample is complemented by
NLTT which is roughly complete for V < 18 and  > 180 mas yr−1, but has much lower
quality proper motion and distance estimates.
There is one important additional source of incompleteness. Suppose that a lens will
pass close to a source in 2010 with a relative proper motion . The source must be identied
from USNO-A2.0 which is based on plates taken t  60 yr earlier for the ‘north’ and
t  20 yr earlier for (the later of the two plates in) the ‘south’. At this time, the lens and
source will be separated by t. If the lens is suciently bright, it will appear as a blob on
the photographic plates and will therefore \blot out" the source at the epoch of the plate,
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and so the source will not appear in USNO-A2.0. The exact blot-out radius depends on the
magnitude of both the lens and the source (fainter stars will get blotted-out farther from the
lens). However, the great majority of sources are relatively faint (V  17). For simplicity,
we therefore identify this radius as a function of lens magnitude, (V ), the point where
50% of V  17 stars are lost. We nd for V = 2; 5; 8; 11; 15 that (V ) = 350; 80; 21; 11; 4
arcseconds respectively. Thus, for example, for a V = 8 lens (i.e.,  = 2100), the minimum
proper motion required to allow an event to be detected is min = (V )=t = 350 mas yr
−1
in the ’north’ or 1000 mas yr−1 in the ‘south’.
3. Error Triage
The basic requirement for constructing a list of astrometric microlensing events is to
rank order the events by the amount of telescope time (here specically SIM time) needed
to make a mass measurement of a specied precision. At a later stage, one might decide to
eliminate events with short observation times because of some diculty in carrying out the
observations, and one might choose to skip down the list to include an event with a long
observation time because the lens in question is exceptionally interesting. However, in this
paper we will be concerned primarily with the fundamental requirement of rank ordering
the events.

















where r is the distance to the lens,  is the impact parameter of the event (the projected
angular separation at the time t0 of closest approach), M is the mass of the lens, Vs is the
apparent magnitude of the source,  is the relative lens-source proper motion, t(= 5 yr) is
the duration of the experiment, γ is a known function which is discussed in detail by Gould
(1999), T0 = 27 hours, and 0 = 100 as.
In order to estimate  , one must rst measure or estimate r; ; M; Vs; ; and t0. Of
course, there will be errors in all of these quantities, and these will in turn generate errors
in  . In most cases, these errors can be reduced by making additional observations or
carrying out additional investigations of various types. However, these renements often
require substantial legwork. Therefore, one should rst decide what is an acceptable level
of error in  and what are the main contributors to it.
The event catalog will be constructed in three stages. Stage 1 is an automated search
of a pair of star catalogs (sources and lenses) for events with estimated observation times
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  max,1. Stage 2 is a simple (but potentially very time consuming) check of this list
to eliminate spurious candidates. In stage 3, additional observations are made of the
remaining candidates. The estimate of  is rened and the nal list is constructed with a
more restrictive maximum observation time   max,3, and max,3 < max,1.
What level of errors are acceptable at stage 1 and stage 3? At the outset it should
be emphasized that errors in the estimate of  do not cause errors in the nal mass
measurement by SIM. The cost of errors in stage 3 is that the SIM observations will be
too short (causing larger than desired statistical errors in the mass measurement) or too
long (wasting valuable SIM time pushing down the mass measurement errors below what is
actually desired). Hence, a factor of two error is acceptable. That is, if the SIM time were
underestimated by a factor of 2, then the mass-measurement error would be 1.4% instead of
1%. This would be a bit worse than desired but on the other hand there would be a saving
of SIM time that could be applied to other stars. If the SIM time were overestimated by a
factor of 2, then one would waste some SIM time on the event, but one would reduce the
error to 0.7% which is not completely without value. On the other hand, factor of 10 errors
are not acceptable. Either one would waste a huge amount of SIM time or one would obtain
a mass measurement with an error much larger than desired. As a corollary, errors that are
small compared to a factor of 2 can be ignored at any stage.
Much larger errors can be tolerated at stage 1 than stage 3. For example, if the
stage-1 estimates could be in error by a factor of 10, then one must set max,1 = 10max,3 to
avoid losing viable candidates. The cost is that the candidate list is increased by a factor
(max,1=max,3)
1/2  3 (Gould 1999), and one must then sift through this larger list in stages
2 and 3. Clearly, however, this work load can become prohibitive for suciently large errors.
We now show that of all the input parameters, only the distance r and the impact
parameter  can induce suciently large uncertainties in  to warrant special attention.
We examine the various parameters in turn.
If the lens is taken from the Hipparcos catalog, it will have a trigonometric parallax.
In virtually all cases of interest, the lens will be close enough (r < 200 pc) that the distance
error will be less than 20%, which is quite adequate for present purposes. If the lens does
not have a trigonometric parallax, its distance must be estimated from its measured flux
(in say V band) FV together with an estimate of its intrinsic luminosity, LV :
 / r2 = LV
4FV
: (4)
Equation (4) makes it appear as though the uncertainty in  will be enormous. For
example, a star with a measured color V − I = 1 could plausibly be a clump giant with
MV = 1, a main-sequence star with MV = 6, a subdwarf with MV = 8, or a white dwarf
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with MV = 14. This covers a range of 1:6 105 in luminosity and implies an uncertainty in
 of the same magnitude. Nevertheless, we will show in x 3.1 that with good photometry, r
can be determined with  30% accuracy which implies an error in  of less than a factor
of 2. Stars in the ACT catalog have good (Tycho) photometry. For stars in NLTT only
photographic photometry is generally available. We will show in x 3.1 that for NLTT the
1  errors in LV (and so ) are a factor of 3.
As discussed in x 3.1, the rst step in estimating the distance to the lens is to determine
its luminosity class (e.g., white dwarf, subdwarf, main-sequence, or giant star). If this is
properly determined, then the lens mass can be estimated quite accurately from the color.
For the cases where the luminosity class is not correctly determined, the error induced in
the distance is much greater than the error induced in the mass. Thus, in either case, the
error in the mass can be ignored.
The geometry of the event (, , and t0) is determined from the astrometry. These
quantities aect the estimate of  through the 2 factor and the γ factor in equation (3).
We focus rst on the 2 factor. As discussed in x 2, the relative source-lens position error
(and hence the error in ) is about 260 mas for lenses in Hipparcos and ACT and about 1:002
for NLTT. In x 4, we discuss how these errors are incorporated into the search procedure.
According to equation (3) the 0.25 mag error in the source magnitude from USNO-A2.0
induces a 25% error in  . We ignore this.
Finally, since the launch date of SIM is not xed, we do not attempt to calculate
γ based on the time of closest approach t0 relative to the midpoint of the mission,
γ(t0=; t=). Rather, we calculate γ for the optimal possible launch date for the given
event when the midpoint of the mission coincides with the time of closest approach, i.e.,
t0 = 0. That is, we use γ(0; t=). Some representative values are γ(0; x) = 10 for x  4,
γ(0; 2) = 19, and γ(0; 1) = 99. When the launch date is xed, one can substitute the
correct rst argument in place of 0. In some cases, γ may rise signicantly but in others
(particularly when t  4) it will hardly be aected. In any event, because we are
suppressing consideration of the rst argument, any uncertainty in t0 does not enter our
calculation.
3.1. Lens Distances
Here we describe our method for estimating the distances to the lenses and evaluate
the accuracy of these estimates. Our method has three distinct steps. First, we assign a
luminosity class to each star based on its position in a reduced proper-motion diagram.
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Second, we assign a V band luminosity LV (equivalently MV ) to each star based on its
luminosity class and color. Third, we combine the LV with the measured flux from the
star FV (equivalently V ) to obtain a distance. We apply the method to both the ACT
and NLTT catalogs. However, to calibrate and describe the method, we rst apply it to
Hipparcos stars with parallax errors smaller than 20%. After the method is calibrated,
we use it to \predict" the distances to these stars and then compare the results to the
measured Hipparcos parallaxes.
Figure 1 is a reduced proper motion diagram of Hipparcos stars with parallax errors
smaller than 20%. (Please note that throughout this paper we will use V magnitudes in
Tycho system, and B − V colors in Johnson system. To get Johnson magnitudes, use
the transformation (ESA, 1997): VJ = V − 0:090(B − V ). Consequently MV is in Tycho
system as well.) If all stars had identical transverse speeds v, then this diagram would
look exactly like a color-magnitude diagram (CMD), but with the vertical axis shifted by
5 log(v=47:4 km s−1). This means that disk stars (i.e., white dwarfs, main-sequence stars,
and giants) which have typical v  30 km s−1 are shifted upward by 1 mag, while halo
stars (i.e., subdwarfs) which have typical v  240 km s−1 are shifted downward by 3.5
mag. That is, the  2 mag separation between the main sequence and the subdwarfs in a
\normal" CMD is here augmented to  6:5 mag. We separate luminosity classes according
to the bold lines shown in the diagram. Once these classes are chosen, we assign absolute
magnitudes by
MV = 11:6 + 7:56(B − V ) (white dwarfs); (5)
MV = 0:4 + 8:00(B − V ) (subdwarfs); (6)
MV = 0:7 + 6:27(B − V ) (main sequence); (7)
and
MV = 6:0− 4:14(B − V ) (giants); (8)
for white dwarfs, subdwarfs, main-sequence stars, and giants respectively. These linear
relations are obtained using the real Hipparcos color-magnitude diagram.
Figure 2 compares the distances of Hipparcos stars derived from these luminosity
estimates (together with the measured V mags) to the true distances based on parallax.
For the typical lens distance moduli of less than 2.7 (r = 35 pc) the dispersion (excluding
outliers) is 0.53 mag. This is equivalent to a distance uncertainty of 28%, and an error in
the estimate of  of 63%. For distance moduli greater than 2.7 , the dispersion is larger,
but this is dominated by giants which are of little practical interest in the present search.
We directly apply this technique to the ACT catalog for which there is generally
excellent photometry from Tycho.
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For NLTT, generally only photographic photometry is available. Because of the large
position errors in the NLTT catalog, we can search for astrometric lensing events only if we
can identify the NLTT star with the corresponding object in USNO-A2.0. Thus, in all cases
we have photometry from USNO-A2.0. We convert from USNO-A2.0 mags to Johnson
color and Tycho V using the relations
B − V = 0:22 + 0:39(Bph −Rph); V = Rph − 0:27 + 0:46(Bph − Rph); (9)
for POSS I, and
B − V = 0:38 + 0:32(Bph −Rph); V = Rph − 0:05 + 0:40(Bph − Rph); (10)
for SERC/ESO. The transformations were derived by comparing USNO-A2.0 with ACT
(Tycho photometry), and discarding 3 outliers. Here, Bph and Rph are blue and red
photographic magnitudes, respectively. The scatter in the predicted versus actual B − V is
0.24 mag. Since the slope of the main sequence is V=(B − V )  5, the error in distance
modulus of NLTT stars is  1:2 mag or about a factor of 1.7 in distance. This corresponds
to a factor 3 error (1 ) in SIM time.
In the case of ACT and NLTT, the distance is also used to nd the luminosity, that in
turn (using mass-luminosity relations) determines the masses of main sequence stars and
subdwarfs. For giants and white dwarfs we adopt mass of 1M and 0:6M respectively.
With Hipparcos, the mass is found directly because their distances, and therefore
luminosities are known from trigonometric parallax. Thus, we only need to correctly
determine the luminosity type based on luminosity and color (CMD). This is fairly
straightforward for giants and white dwarfs, but can be ambiguous for main sequence stars
vs. subdwarfs since they occupy not too dierent regions of CMD. We dierentiate them by
their 2D-velocities, calling stars with v > 85 km s−1 subdwarfs. Exact classication is only
possible with additional information, such as a spectrum.
3.2. Impact Parameter
At rst sight, the uncertainty in the impact parameter (260 mas for Hipparcos and
ACT, 1:002 for NLTT) would appear to wreak havoc with the estimate of  . For example,
any source whose calculated impact parameter with respect to an NLTT lens is less than 200
might actually pass within 50 mas or even closer, thus reducing its SIM time by a factor of
1600 or more. In essence, one would seem to be forced to do follow-up observations of all
encounters in this catalog having apparent impact parameters  < 200 in order to nd the
small subset with very close encounters. In fact, the situation is not quite so severe.
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The size of the stop for SIM has not yet been xed, but is likely to be about 300 mas.
This is about the size of the envelope of the SIM fringe pattern (set by the 25 cm size of
the mirrors). Hence, if the lens is as bright as the source then it would be dicult to obtain
reliable astrometry while the source is within 300 mas of the lens. Typically, the lens will
be much brighter than the source so the problem will be even more severe. For events
with  < 300 mas, observations can be carried out during most of the event, but must be
suspended during the period of closest approach. The precision of the mass measurement
will then be approximately the same as for an event with  = 300 mas. That is, there is an
eective minimum impact parameter, min = 300 mas.
We account for the errors in distance and impact parameters as follows. We aim for a
nal catalog with max,3 = 100 hrs. For the Hipparcos and ACT lenses, we accept the lens
distances and impact parameters at face value, but set max,1 = 300 hrs to allow for errors,
primarily overestimation of the impact parameter. For NLTT we set max,1 = 1000 hrs
to allow for 1  photometry errors. In addition, we calculate the   (the best-case ) by
reducing  so that
 ! max( − 1:008; 000) (11)
We always use the reduced  to calculate the corresponding γ factor that enters  , but
in cases when  < 300 mas, we use  = 300 mas for the value of the impact parameter,
because of the discussed aperture stop. Finally, we allow all events where the lens is fainter
than the source and the nominal impact parameter is  < 1:008 on the o chance that the
true impact parameter is very small. It is this best-case   on which we impose the 1000
hr limit. These three adjustments to the NLTT-based catalog mean that it will contain a
large number of spurious candidates. These must be eliminated by follow-up observations
to obtain better photometry and astrometry.
4. Searching for the candidate events
Although the basic strategy for searching for the candidate events is the same for all
three catalogs (Hipparcos, ACT and NLTT) there are some specic details that apply to
each of them. Also, there were certain problems associated with the raw lists of events
produced by these catalogs. That is, each catalog’s initial list had its own set of ‘events’
that turned out not to be real.
The catalog of sources, USNO-A2.0, is written on 11 CD-ROMs, and the sky is divided
into 24 zones each corresponding to 7:5 in declination. Each zone is written as one le.
Our search program processes one zone at a time, checking every lens star that lies within
that zone.
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First, the initial position of the lens in J2000.0 coordinates is needed. In the case
of Hipparcos and ACT this is straightforward as they both list coordinates in the ICRS
J2000.0 system, the one used by USNO-A2.0. One only needs to apply proper motion
in order to change the epoch of the coordinates from 1991.25 and 2000.0 (Hipparcos and
ACT, respectively) to that of the search period (2005-2015). In the case of NLTT, the
procedure is much more involved. First, as explained in x 2, we need to identify NLTT stars
in USNO-A2.0 in order to get more accurate positions. We must therefore nd a matching
USNO-A2.0 star close to the position where NLTT was at the epoch of the specific plate
that was scanned to produce entries in USNO-A2.0. This is essential because the span of
plate epochs is quite wide, and the NLTT stars, having large proper motions, change their
positions quickly. Therefore, in the rst pass we look for anything close to where the NLTT
star was at the mean epoch of entire POSS I (or SERC/ESO in the ‘south’). Since each
USNO-A2.0 entry has a record of the plate from which it was scanned, we can determine
the epoch from the table of plate epochs. With the exact epoch we know where precisely to
look for an NLTT star. We do that by checking a 1:0510 error box (αδ), that accounts
even for the worst initial NLTT positions. We accept as the best match a USNO-A2.0
star that is closest to the predicted position and has similar magnitude and color (in cases
when NLTT lacks color information, only magnitude is used). In the ‘north’, a match is
found in some 90% of cases (90% of which are within 1000 of the expected position). In the
great majority of cases when there is no match, the NLTT star was too faint to pass the
detection limit of USNO-A2.0, or it was too bright, and therefore USNO-A2.0 had an entry
with saturated photometry. However, the bright NLTT stars are almost always recovered
in Hipparcos and/or ACT. We made a special eort not to search NLTT stars that were
included in Hipparcos or ACT: as discussed in x 2, the NLTT data are of much lower quality
and would generate many spurious events that are eliminated by the better Hipparcos and
ACT data. We screen for these duplicates by looking for Hipparcos stars around NLTT
positions that have similar proper motions (α; δ < 40mas yr
−1), and not too dierent
magnitudes. We nd 6233 matches, i.e., most of the Hipparcos stars with  > 200 mas yr−1.
These matches are then flagged and skipped when identifying NLTT stars in USNO-A2.0.
Also, if the match in USNO-A2.0 is associated with an ACT star, such NLTT star is also
skipped. Occasionally, no match for an NLTT star is found because the input position
was completely wrong [most likely typos, since a machine-readable NLTT was produced by
Optical Character Recognition (OCR)]. Identication eciency is much worse in the ‘south’
(SERC/ESO) for reasons discussed in x 2. Only 20% of NLTT stars are found within 1000 of
the expected position.
Next, the basic search strategy is to produce a box, the diagonal of which represents
the lens’s proper motion from 2005 to 2015, the time span in which an event should take
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place. The size of the box is further increased by 5 years worth of proper motion (i.e, the
largest possible impact parameter) to allow for events that take place near the starting and
nal years. We then nd all the stars in USNO-A2.0 that are located within this box. A
moving star, i.e. the lens, will pass by these stars, but not every encounter will produce a
microlensing event. As discussed in x 2 and x 3 this depends on the physical parameters of
the lens and on the brightness of the source star. We look for events that can be observed
with max,1 < 300 hrs (1000 hrs for NLTT). For a given source star this corresponds to some
maximum impact parameter max. We ask that the impact parameter of an encounter be
 < max. (In the case of NLTT, we also use the reduced impact parameter 
, as described
in x 3.2) . All other encounters are discarded. Another condition an encounter must meet
is  < t, (t = 5 yr) which is needed to keep γ in equation (3) from becoming innite.
Additionally, when searching ACT we discard encounters with stars that were labeled
in USNO-A2.0 as being associated with ACT, in order to avoid nding encounters of an
ACT star with ‘itself’. It might not sound logical to nd an ACT star approaching its
USNO-A2.0 entry in the future, but this happens with some slowly moving ACT stars
because the astrometry of bright USNO-A2.0 stars is poor. A similar problem is present
with bright Hipparcos stars, for which USNO-A2.0 sometimes contains multiple spurious
entries. We discard these based on brightness and proximity of the Hipparcos star to the
USNO-A2.0 entry at the epoch of the plate. Despite these automated rejection criteria,
some ‘events’ that are nothing other than the lens and its entry in USN0-A2.0, make
their way into a nal list. This most often happens because bright stars, having bad
astrometry in USNO-A2.0, produce multiple entries if located in overlapping regions of the
plates. These ‘events’ are characterized by very short SIM observing times (because the
‘source’ magnitude is bright). We check them by hand, by looking at the sky survey images
themselves and making sure that there is only one star present.
Once an event satisfying all criteria is found, its SIM observing time  is computed, and
the output list containing all the information about the lens, the source, and the geometry
of an event is produced. We present these results in x 5. However, the computer generated
list is still far from containing only genuine events. One source of spurious entries is
discussed in the preceding paragraph. Another problem, which mainly plagues events found
from Hipparcos and ACT, is that since stars in these two catalogs are bright, their images
in sky surveys have conspicuous diraction spikes. These spikes in turn produce spurious
entries in USNO-A2.0. Thus, sometimes an encounter will be reported in cases when the
source is just an artifact from a diraction spike. When we checked all of the Hipparcos and
ACT events by comparing the sky survey images with USNO-A2.0 generated star charts
(http://ftp.nofs.navy.mil/data/), we were able to identify such occurrences. Also,
since the diraction spikes run along right ascension and declination, it was always the stars
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that had their proper motion along these directions that turned out to produce spurious
events.
When it comes to NLTT, the only serious problem is with the encounters in the ‘south’,
because the lens identication is often spurious. These are checked by calculating how much
the lens has moved between the two plates. If that distance is less than the 200 error circle
(see x 2) the chances are greater that the lens identication, and therefore the event, are
real. Since there are not many of them, we check the ‘south’ NLTT events by hand. Also,
since the NLTT position is sometimes completely o, it could lead to the wrong USNO star
be identied as a match for NLTT star. Such a misidentied star might even produce an
‘event’. Since we do not check entries in NLTT list by hand, a possibility exists that some
entries might not be real.
As previously discussed, we try to eliminate doing NLTT stars that are present in
either the Hipparcos or ACT catalogs. However, some survive our automated procedures.
Therefore we check all NLTT events up to the Hipparcos/ACT detection limit and eliminate
repetitions by hand. Thus, the list should contain only NLTT stars not present in the other
two catalogs.
5. Events
The events produced by stars in the Hipparcos and ACT catalogs are presented in
Tables 1, 2 and 3. Tables 1 and 2 list the properties of the lens stars, while Table 3 lists
those of the source stars and of the events themselves. Details about specic columns are
given in the table notes. The events are ordered by the required SIM time. There are 36
events taking place between years 2005 and 2015. Nine of them are found using both the
Hipparcos and ACT catalogs (in which case the results presented are from the Hipparcos
catalog), and there is one event produced by an ACT star that is not in Hipparcos, as
indicated by the last column in Table 3. If an event was detected only using the Hipparcos
catalog, it is because such a star is either not listed in ACT since Tycho proper motions
were missing, or because it lacks photometry.
These 36 events are produced by 28 dierent stars. Therefore, eight entries in Tables 1
and 2 are repetitions, but we keep them in order to preserve compatibility with Table 3, i.e.,
the ‘Event #’.There are some notable stars among the lenses, such as Proxima Centauri
(closest star), Barnard Star (highest proper motion), and the binary 61 Cyg A/B. They,
together with the only white dwarf in the list (GJ 440), undergo multiple events that will
both enable a more precise mass measurement and provide a check on systematics.
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We classify 11 stars as subdwarfs, although some of them might be main sequence
stars, and vice versa. A convenient way of presenting the types of stars that will undergo
microlensing is given in Figure 3. Plotted is the classical CMD of Hipparcos catalog stars
with distances known to better than 10%. Superimposed as red dots are the Hipparcos/ACT
stars that produce events listed in Tables 1-3. As we see, except for a single white dwarf,
the rest of the stars are uniformly distributed within the faint (MV > 5) portion of the
main sequence, with subdwarfs located mostly below the densest concentration of stars.
The absence of stars with MV < 5 is the result of blotting out, as discussed in x 2.
Although the table includes events up to max = 300 hrs, they are concentrated towards
shorter times. For example, 1=3 of events have  < 16 hrs, and 1=2 less than 70 hrs. In
fact, when we investigate the number of events as a function of  we see a behavior that is
in line with the theoretical predictions of Gould (1999).
As an example, in Figure 4 we show the 80  80 eld surrounding 61 Cyg A/B as it
appeared in 1951 (DSS 1/POSS I) and in 1991 (DSS 2/POSS II) (upper left and lower left
panels, respectively). We can see that the pair has moved some 3:05 across the eld. In a
20  20 blow-up we show the region that the pair will transverse in the period 2005-2015
(from DSS 2/POSS II). The star chart (created from USNO-A2.0 data), corresponds to the
20  20 eld and has the lensed stars labeled with the number of the corresponding event in
Tables 1-3.
Additional features of the set of events found with Hipparcos and ACT will be discussed
later in this section, together with the events from NLTT.
Tables 4 and 5 contain data about the 181 events found in NLTT, ordered by their
nominal SIM observing time  . Details about the columns are given in the table notes.
These tables have many more entries than the Hipparcos/ACT tables partly because of the
 max = 1000 hr limit compared to max = 300 hrs for Hipparcos/ACT. In fact, there are just
59 events with  < 300 hrs. That means that if we had perfect knowledge about the NLTT
stars there would be approximately 60 events in such a ‘perfect’ list, but those, of course,
would not necessarily be the rst 60 from our present list. However, it should be noted that
out of 181 events only 11 (6%) are detected in the SERC/ESO part of USNO-A2.0 which
comprises 35% of the sky. Again, the nominal SIM observing times are concentrated toward
the lower values, and the trend of the number of events vs.  basically agrees with Gould
(1999).
NLTT events are predominantly produced by stars that we classify as white dwarfs
(50%) and subdwarfs (46%), which is not surprising keeping in mind that most intrinsically
bright, fast-moving stars are also apparently bright and therefore already covered by
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Hipparcos and ACT.
Finally, both the Hipparcos/ACT and NLTT events can be investigated in the V − 
plane. This allows us to see the characteristics of the catalogs and events combined. Figure
5 covers a wide range of visual magnitudes (2 < V < 19:5) exhibited by high proper
motion stars. It shows a range of proper motions from  = 0:001 yr−1 to that of Barnard’s
star. The two long-dashed vertical lines show the nominal limit of the Hipparcos catalog
of survey stars (V = 8), and the detection limit of Hipparcos non-survey stars, of Tycho,
and therefore of ACT (V = 12). The horizontal long-dashed line is the lower limit of
 = 0:0018 yr−1 for the NLTT. The lens stars that produce event, found only in Hipparcos
are designated with ‘’, and the one star found only in ACT with ‘+’. Those found in both
look like asterisks. In order to present more a realistic relative number of NLTT lenses, we
plot only those with nominal  < 300 hrs (circles). As discussed in x 2, the blotting out of
images in USNO-A2.0 limits our ability to nd events moving slower than a specic value
for the given lens magnitude. We plot this function (V ) as a short-dashed line. Because of
dierent epochs of POSS I and SERC/ESO these cutos will be dierent in the two parts
of the sky. The lower line corresponds to ‘north’ (POSS I). The region below these two
lines is therefore excluded, and we can see that none of the lens stars is found there. The
exclusion due to blot-out approximately follows the diagonal line corresponding to a star
with MV = 8, v = 30km s
−1. This shows that our survey cannot nd disk-star lenses with
MV < 8, unless they are moving faster than average. Indeed, as shown in Figure 3, we nd
no lenses with MV < 5. However, halo stars with MV = 8, v = 240km s−1 (upper diagonal
line), are comfortably away from this limit.
6. Conclusion
Gould (1999) stressed the necessity of nding astrometric microlensing candidates to
be observed by SIM as soon as possible, since the separation between the lens and the
source is steadily getting closer, and it will become harder to produce a valid estimate
of the likelihood of an event the longer we wait. With the currently available catalogs,
we were able to produce a fairly reliable list of candidates from Hipparcos and ACT
catalogs. However, obtaining a list of similar quality of NLTT candidates requires additional
astrometric and photometric observations of the candidates in our list. A one-meter class
telescope with a CCD is adequate for such a job, since NLTT stars are relatively bright.
Also, since obtaining an accurate color is much more critical than a precise magnitude, the
required observations can be successfully carried out in partially photometric conditions.
Another issue is getting more candidates. This can only be assured with new catalogs
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of proper motions, having lower proper motion cutos and going to fainter magnitudes. The
biggest such project is USNO-B which should list the proper motions of basically all the
stars in POSS I/SERC/ESO. Having a lower proper motion limit is particularly important
in V > 12 range, where the blotting of stellar images no longer presents a limitation (at
least not in the northern hemisphere), and where NLTT goes only to  = 180 mas yr−1.
USNO-B will also push the detection limit  1 mag fainter compared to NLTT. Since in
USNO-B all the stars will have proper motions, the uncertainty of the source star’s position
will also be reduced. Also, the completeness of NLTT at the fainter magnitudes is not
altogether clear. According to I. Reid (1999, private communication) it is actually only
about 50% complete near its proper-motion and magnitude limits. We did our own check
by comparing the number of entries having  > 200 mas yr−1 in magnitude bin V with the
number of entries with  > 400 mas yr−1 in magnitude bin V − 1:5. In a perfectly complete
catalog, the ratio of these two numbers should be 8 in each bin. We see a signicant drop
only at V > 18, i.e. we nd NLTT to be complete. With USNO-B this matter will most
probably be resolved.
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Fig. 1.| Reduced proper motion diagram for Hipparcos stars with pi= < 20%. To avoid
clutter, every 10th star is plotted. Abscissa is Johnson B − V color as usually determined
from Tycho photometry but sometimes from ground-based photometry. Ordinate is apparent
magnitude (Tycho V ) augmented by the ve times the logarithm of the proper motion in
units of 00yr−1. If all stars had the same transverse speed, this gure would look like an
ordinary CMD. Dashed lines show median tracks of white dwarfs, main-sequence stars, and
giants moving at typical disk transverse speeds of 30 km s−1, and subdwarfs moving at typical
halo transverse speeds of 240 km s−1. Solid lines indicate the boundaries of our assignment
of stars to one of these four classes.
Fig. 2.| Distance-modulus errors versus distance modulus for the Hipparcos stars shown in
Fig. 1. The distance-modulus of each star is estimated by rst classifying according to the
bold-line divisions in Fig. 1 and then assigning it an absolute magnitude using equations (5){
(8) which form the basis for the dashed lines shown in Fig. 1. The distance-modulus error is
then the dierence between this estimate and the value based on the measured trigonometric
parallax. For distance moduli less than 2.7, the typical errors are only  0:53 mag. Errors
are larger for more distant stars, but these are dominated by giants which are not relevant
in the present study.
Fig. 3.| A color-magnitude diagram of Hipparcos stars with distances measured to better
than 10%. The event-producing stars (lenses) from the Hipparcos and ACT catalogs are
superimposed in red.
Fig. 4.| 80  80 elds around 61 Cyg A/B in 1951 (upper left panel) and 1991 (lower left
panel). Shown magnied is a 20  20 region where events will take place during 2005-2015
period. The chart corresponds to the 2020 eld with source stars labeled with the numbers
corresponding to ‘Event #’ in Tables 1-3. Events 5 and 25 are produced by 61 Cyg B, and
the other four by 61 Cyg A.
Fig. 5.| Apparent magnitude - proper motion (V − ) plane showing lenses found in
Hipparcos (), ACT (+) or both () catalogs. NLTT events are shown as circles. Vertical
long-dashed lines are completeness limits for Hipparcos and ACT. Horizontal long-dashed
line is NLTT proper-motion cuto. Short dashed lines delineate regions excluded due to
blot-out (lower line - POSS I, upper line SERC/ESO). Solid lines represent an MV = 8 star
at various distances if belonging to disk population (lower liner) or halo population (upper
line).
